COVID-19 and
Supply Chain
How the pandemic affects the
health of your global supplier
ecosystem
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Our Outlook & Industry Promise
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We at RapidRatings consider our Financial Health Rating
and Core Health scores, amongst other things, accurate
measurements of how well a company is positioned to
withstand unanticipated shocks. While our clients leverage
Financial Health to identify risk in their global supply chains
on an ongoing basis and to build resiliency, the agile severity
of COVID-19’s disruption creates an opportunity to do more
with RapidRatings’ data and reporting. This is the first
installment of a content series focused on proprietary
analysis and actionable business insights for dealing with
the pandemic.

The COVID-19 virus is upending global markets and supply
chains, and the extent of its impact remains unclear. For
domestic Chinese companies and global companies with
supply chain and customer exposures in China, Korea,
Italy, and other impacted countries, the effects will be
enduring. It is a daunting time for organizations around the
world assessing the impacts to their businesses and many
have “war rooms” established and tremendous resources
allocated to triage; e.g., identifying risks, formulating
mitigation strategies and adjusting supply chains and
business strategy accordingly. From our vantage point
assessing global supply chains, we estimate that companies
in China, Korea, and Italy alone make up approximately 12%
of a typical global company’s tier-1 supply base exposure.

We estimate that companies in China,
Korea, and Italy alone make up
approximately 12% of a typical global
company’s tier-1 supply base exposure.
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RapidRatings rates thousands of public and private
companies throughout China. We also rate companies
in Korea, Italy and over 140 additional countries around
the world. The COVID-19 will have a disproportionately
severe impact on weaker companies, just as it does on
humans in weaker conditions. Companies we rate in our
High-Risk and Very High-Risk zones (40 and under on our
100-point Financial Health scale) are most susceptible to
the disruptions caused by the virus. Over the last 20 years,
more than 90% of companies that failed were rated 40
and below at the time of failure and had experienced
deterioration over the 12, 24 and 36 months prior, while
companies with stronger Financial Health proved to be
more resilient. Regardless, the disruption caused by the
virus will pose a variety of risk on all companies across the
Financial Health scale.
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Direct impact on companies:

We can categorize
novel coronavirusrelated risk areas in the
following ways:

Companies that are currently in COVID-19 geographic
zones, and those that will be on the front lines shortly.
At this writing, the most concern is directed at China,
Korea, Japan, Italy, and Iran. There are short-term, and
longer-term risks to these businesses.
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Companies buying from these directly impacted
businesses (supply chain risk) and those selling to
these businesses (customer credit risk). There are
short-term, and longer-term risks to these businesses.

Companies that sell to consumers in these regions.
There are mostly short-term impacts on these
businesses.

Secondary company impact:

International companies’
direct sales:
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International companies’
inventories:
As key inputs to the production process become
scarce, there continue to be many unknowns in terms
of delivery times and these present material shorterterm risks to global businesses.
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Macro-economic impact:
Credit cycle and availability of capital: GDP, interest
rates and other systemic measures will be impacted
across the globe, though most specifically in the
geographic zones where COVID-19 is and becomes
prevalent. This economic impact will accelerate
recessionary concerns and will most certainly create a
greater risk of ending our current credit cycle.
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Credit cycle and availability
of capital:
Volatility and an increase in global default rates will
accelerate the end of the current, historically long, credit
cycle. Companies around the world may suffer from less
availability of capital, and for many, higher rates will be
a result even when capital is available. This will be most
severe for those companies with the weakest Financial
Health. This returns us to categories 1 and 2.
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Our clients are Fortune 1000 global companies

with complex global supply chains and customer
bases, and global financial institutions that lend
money, underwrite financial products and trade in
securities of public and private companies. As such,

Chinese Financial Health
Overview

RapidRatings is unique in rating private and public
companies globally by using their actual financial
statements, the overwhelming majority of which we
source from these companies directly.

our data is unique and provides a valuable window
into how companies are performing themselves

and against local and global peers. In the face of
mounting uncertainty, we have given our clients
a clear roadmap for where to focus their risk
mitigation strategies: On their suppliers and other
counterparties with weak Financial Health and
those that have yet to be rated.
Much has been covered in the news about how
COVID-19 will affect industries such as retail, pharma,
automotive and other predominantly manufacturingfocused sectors in China and Korea and the
multinationals who rely on these companies as critical
supply chain participants. The news discusses factory,
rail and shipping shutdowns, albeit with some capacity
coming back online in the recent days. What the news
isn’t covering is the company specific, or idiosyncratic,
risk trends for these companies prior to COVID-19
and therefore what the foundational Financial Health
indicates about the ability of these businesses to
handle business interruption.
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Figure A
In Figure A we compare Chinese private and public
companies to global peers to contrast the state
of these businesses¹. With these Publics, you see
significantly greater parity in average Core Health
Scores and FHRs. However, as with the Privates,
the short-term debt levels are significantly higher.
Refinancing, repayment and future cost of capital
issues are just as critical for these Publics as it is
for the Privates. This balance sheet configuration is
significantly sub-optimal for the defensive position
these companies are in due to COVID-19. Many of
these public companies are also funded by Chinese
banks, meaning- as a sector- banks will be under
tremendous pressure and these companies will be
searching for alternative funding sources.

We are in the process of receiving year-end financials
from private companies in China and will update
ratings for EOY 2019 as soon as possible.

1
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Figure A (continued)
The following insights are notable from this data:
•

While the average Financial Health Ratings (FHRs)
for privates in China and globally are similar, at
a solid 60 (the very beginning of our Low-Risk
category), the average Core Health Score (CHS)
for Chinese companies is 49.17 relative to global
privates at 54.67. As Core Health is an assessment
of 2-3 year risk and a company’s efficiency
measured in dozens of ways, this shows Chinese
private companies are fundamentally weaker than
their global counterparts.

•

That said, there is a notably smaller percentage of
Chinese private companies (15.7%) rated in our
High-Risk (HR) and Very High-Risk (VHR) categories
vis-a-vis comparable global private companies
(26.35%).
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Quadrant Analysis

Quadrant A
Operational efficiency levels
likely to be sustainable over
the medium-term, with
an acceptable to very low
default risk within the next 12
months

Quadrant B
Low default risk in the short
term, but the Core Health
level suggests a need for
efficiency improvement,
and current performance is
unsustainable

Quadrant C
Poor to very poor Core
Health combines with a high
to very high default risk over
the next year

Quadrant D
Medium or better Core
Health, but challenges
remain in the short term
given elevated an elevated
default risk over the next 12
months

•

Similarly, at 14.88% vs. 21.46%, there are fewer Chinese private
companies in the relatively weak C Quadrant compared to
the global cohort, respectively. The RapidRatings quadrants
assess the dynamic relativity between a company’s Core Health
Score for longer-term risk and the Financial Health Rating
for the shorter-term. For instance, a company may be strong
fundamentally with strong Core Health and have a low shortterm probability of default, demonstrated by a high Financial
Health Rating; placing that company in our A Quadrant (upper
right). This would mean a company has excellent efficiency and
stability in the long-term, and low default probability based on
liquidity, leveraging and earnings performance levels. Conversely,
a C Quadrant company is weak both in the longer and shorterterm, with sub-40 levels for both its Core Health score and
Financial Health Rating.

•

Despite the lower percentage of Chinese companies in the C
Quadrant, their serious short-term indebtedness raises a red flag.
At a time when the Chinese government is pressuring local banks
for loan forbearance and to be as accommodating as possible
to private and small- to mid-sized enterprises, the debt load of
these companies in need of repayment or refinancing has risen to
alarming levels relative to global peers. Overall, Chinese private
companies carry an 84% Short Term Debt to Total Debt ratio
while their global comparables sit at a much healthier 30%.
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While this debt load would be serious in any circumstances,

Overall, Chinese private
companies carry an 84% Short
Term Debt to Total Debt ratio
while their global comparables sit
at a much healthier 30%.

it becomes more acute as the future of some of these
companies hangs on the potential for accommodations to
be made by local financial institutions to try to get those
businesses back on track. These banks are surely under
extreme pressure themselves from non-performing loans
as well as local and national government pressure. Further,
if banks do provide relief to private companies and SMEs,
this will defer these companies’ ultimate refinancing to
the future, which will no doubt place more pressure on
their ability to refinance in the next 12-24 months. In other
words, assuming a private company supplier or customer
makes it through the immediate COVID-19 crisis, it does
not mean it is out of the woods. Close monitoring of those
companies’ evolving Financial Health will be even more
important than before.
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When we dive deeper into specific sectors of risk, we
see additional disparities. Table C shows the distribution
of Global Public companies by sector, limited to just the
top 10 Industries.

Table C

Given Manufacturing’s heavy weighting, we’ll use it
as the springboard for a deeper dive into subsector
strengths and weaknesses. When analyzing the sector
distribution within China, we see that 66% of Chinese
public companies fall within the Manufacturing sector.
We examine RapidRatings FHR scores for public
companies based in the US and China as well as FHR
scores derived from proprietary aggregate financial data
we sourced on private companies in the US and China.
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Chart A and Chart B show the risk distributions of the
overall Manufacturing sector for US Publics and Chinabased Publics. The risk categories are based on the latest
rating available for companies in 2019. Both charts show
similar distributions for the overall sector. When we view
just the Very High-Risk and High-Risk zones combined, we
see that 25% and 26% of companies fall within these zones
for US companies and China-based companies, respectively.

Chart A

Of the Manufacturing sector in China, 20% of companies
fall within the Electronic and Semiconductor Manufacturing
and Automobile and Parts Manufacturing sub-sectors
(these sub-sectors are a set of consolidated NAICS
descriptions).

Chart B
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Chart C and Chart D dive deeper into the sub-sector of
Electronic and Semiconductor Manufacturing for public
companies. Although virtually none of the companies
fall within the Very High-Risk zone, the distribution of
Chinese companies within the High-Risk zone is alarming
compared to US companies (20% for US companies and

Chart C

31% for China-based companies). With many Electronic and
Semiconductor suppliers being based in China, companies
with exposure to suppliers in this sector need transparency
into these risk levels.

Chart D
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Chart E and Chart F compare risk distributions for the
Automobile Parts Manufacturing sector. We see that
this sector has less risk for China-based companies. 25%
of companies fall within the High Risk and Very HighRisk zones for US companies vs. 15% for China-based
companies, showing surprisingly less risk for Chinese
manufacturers in this sector.

Chart E

Chart F
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Our Analysis of Private Manufacturers shows a greater
disparity between the Sectors and Sub-Sectors mentioned
above. For example, US Manufacturing Companies show 23%
of companies are in the Very High-Risk and High-Risk zones,
compared to Manufacturers in China that show only 13% as
noted in charts G and H below.

Chart G

Chart H
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Continuing with the same trend as above, Charts I and J
show Private Electronic and Semiconductor manufacturers
based in China have lower exposure to the riskier zones.

Chart I

Chart J
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The trend of Private China-based companies having less risk
than US companies holds true with the Automobile Parts
Manufacturing Sector as well. As seen in Charts K and L, the
level of risk for US companies is the highest we have seen thus
far. As the economic impacts of COVID-19 are expected to
ripple through to the US and global companies, insights into
which sectors hold the most risk globally provides companies
with an action plan for risk mitigation.

Chart K

Chart L
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Our Outlook &
Industry Promise

COVID-19 is affecting most companies and
professionals directly or indirectly. The entire
RapidRatings team is sensitive to the business
impacts this causes and how our clients’ businesses
are impacted. We are pleased that most users of our
ratings are better positioned with stronger business
partners, counterparties, third-parties, and suppliers
and therefore better able to navigate these waters.
What COVID-19 teaches us is that preparedness and
risk management need to be strategic choices and
management mandates, not reactionary measures.

With the spread of the COVID-19 virus globally,
transparency into risk within sectors, geographic
locations, and individual supply chains is important
now more than ever. The result of factory and office
shutdowns as well as moving goods from point to
point, will undoubtedly negatively impact supply
chains. Understanding which areas contain more risk
allows companies to mitigate and avoid disruptions as
early and to the best degree possible.
We will continue to provide insights into sectors,
regions and categories of companies, how resilient
they were going into this crisis period, and how they
are faring during it. Likewise, in upcoming installments
of this series, we will delve deeper into the risks
associated with COVID-19, the potential impacts on
the US and Global economy as well as global public
and private company Financial Health.

Talk to our team to learn more

